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Next Run No: 1902
Date: 09/01/17
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On Down: Drake’s Cafe
Hares: Slush
Scribe: Who wants to?????

Boxing Day 1900th Hash
Pretty much just a handful of hung over, very full hashers who tried to push themselves on
only to struggle asking each other if they had had a nice Christmas.
Fergie made an amazing effort at setting the hash, making cake (edible snowballs) and
bunting for us along with arranging for a stop at her Mum’s for cocktails (alcoholic
snowballs)!
As myself, Chopper and Ginger Rogers arrived we had a feeling that it might have just
been us and that poor Chopper would have had to do the long by himself – the upside
being we could have all the food and booze to ourselves. No such luck though as more
people started to arrive and we had to share…
We had 2 virgins join us that evening that went straight into the longs but disappeared
before the pub prompting Hurricane to ask “What did you do with the virgins, Chopper?”.
The longs were joined by 2 others who are normally excellent at time keeping… welcome
Aimless and H3.
The hash itself was a good mixture of terrain and was wonderfully decorated with tinsel,
which managed to fool Glani at a check. Myself, Biff and Ginger Rogers were fairly
concerned at a creepy ghost man telling us to run faster from the darkness of some woods
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(we were hoping that we were all joint hallucinating but it did make us run faster away from
it!). I managed to run into a branch sticking out and then trip over a log on the floor after
making the statement “There really should be more injuries on the hash, I don’t know how
we get away with it?!” – idiot.
The White Hart Inn, Bridestowe were very welcoming. They kept the kitchen open for us
after 9 waiting for us all to arrive and order which was very good of them seeing as there
about 15 of us. Don’t go near the cat though as it will attack!
Biff awarded Fergie for setting the hash on Boxing Day and we congratulated her on her
well-endowed with dangly things.
The main event of the evening was Biff getting biffed because the silly woman forgot her
1900th t-shirt we had been sorting out for so long! We all got to have a go on Biff, except
Glani “I get a go anytime I want”
Thank you to the 4 people who actually wore their 1900 th t-shirt on the 1900th hash

I leave you with a tasteful joke from Glani:
What’s the difference between a snowman
and a snow woman?
Snow balls
Save the date: Saturday 11th
March – Posh Frocks
Tickets on sale soon

On On!
Raunchy
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